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Certain versions of Pulsar from Apache contain the following
vulnerability:

TLS hostname verification cannot be enabled in the Pulsar Broker's
Java Client, the Pulsar Broker's Java Admin Client, the Pulsar
WebSocket Proxy's Java Client, and the Pulsar Proxy's Admin Client
leaving intra-cluster connections and geo-replication connections
vulnerable to man in the middle attacks, which could leak credentials,

configuration data, message data, and any other data sent by these clients. The vulnerability
is for both the pulsar+ssl protocol and HTTPS. An attacker can only take advantage of this
vulnerability by taking control of a machine 'between' the client and the server. The attacker
must then actively manipulate traffic to perform the attack by providing the client with a
cryptographically valid certificate for an unrelated host. This issue affects Apache Pulsar
Broker, Proxy, and WebSocket Proxy versions 2.7.0 to 2.7.4; 2.8.0 to 2.8.3; 2.9.0 to 2.9.2;
2.10.0; 2.6.4 and earlier.

Vulnerability Patch/Work Around

CVE-2022-33682 has been assigned by  security@apache.org to track the vulnerability - currently rated as MEDIUM  severity.

Affected Vendor/Software:  Apache Software Foundation - Apache Pulsar version <= 2.7.4

Affected Vendor/Software:  Apache Software Foundation - Apache Pulsar version <= 2.8.3

Affected Vendor/Software:  Apache Software Foundation - Apache Pulsar version <= 2.9.2

Affected Vendor/Software:  Apache Software Foundation - Apache Pulsar version = 2.10.0

Affected Vendor/Software:  Apache Software Foundation - Apache Pulsar version <= 2.6.4

Any users running affected versions of the Pulsar Broker, Pulsar Proxy, or Pulsar WebSocket Proxy should rotate static authentication
data vulnerable to man in the middle attacks used by these applications, including tokens and passwords. To enable hostname
verification, update the following configuration files. In the Broker configuration (broker.conf, by default) and in the WebSocket Proxy
configuration (websocket.conf, by default), set: brokerClient_tlsHostnameVerificationEnable=true In Pulsar Helm chart deployments, the
Broker and WebSocket Proxy setting name should be prefixed with "PULSAR_PREFIX_". In the Proxy configuration (proxy.conf, by
default), set: tlsHostnameVerificationEnabled=true 2.7 users should upgrade Pulsar Brokers, Proxies, and WebSocket Proxies to 2.7.5,
rotate vulnerable authentication data, including tokens and passwords, and apply the above configuration. 2.8 users should upgrade
Pulsar Brokers, Proxies, and WebSocket Proxies to 2.8.4, rotate vulnerable authentication data, including tokens and passwords, and
apply the above configuration. 2.9 users should upgrade Pulsar Brokers, Proxies, and WebSocket Proxies to 2.9.3, rotate vulnerable
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CVSS3 Score: 5.9 - MEDIUM
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UNCHANGED HIGH NONE NONE

CVE References

Description Tags Link

No Description Provided lists.apache.org

text/html

 MISC lists.apache.org/thread/l0ynfl161qghwfcgbbl8ld9hzbl9t3yx

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

There are currently no QIDs associated with this CVE

Known Affected Configurations (CPE V2.3)

Type Vendor Product Version Update Edition Language

Application Apache Pulsar All All All All

Application Apache Pulsar 2.10.0 - All All

Discovery Credit

This issue was discovered by Michael Marshall of DataStax.
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apply the above configuration. 2.9 users should upgrade Pulsar Brokers, Proxies, and WebSocket Proxies to 2.9.3, rotate vulnerable
authentication data, including tokens and passwords, and apply the above configuration. 2.10 users should upgrade Pulsar Brokers,
Proxies, and WebSocket Proxies to 2.10.1, rotate vulnerable authentication data, including tokens and passwords, and apply the above
configuration. Any users running Pulsar Brokers, Proxies, and WebSocket Proxies for 2.6.4 and earlier should upgrade to one of the
above patched versions, rotate vulnerable authentication data, including tokens and passwords, and apply the above configuration.
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